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Results of the Safety Analyses for the
Greifswald and Stendal_WEB Nuclear Power Plants

J. L. Milhem (IPSN) and F. W. Heuser (GRS)

1 Introduction

Within the last three years safety analyses have been performed by GRS and IPSN

for the various types of Soviet designed VVER-reactors. For these analyses reference

has been made to the East German nuclear power plants at Greifswald and Stendal,

see Table 1.

For the Greifswald site in the final stage of completion formerly a total of eight

WER-440 reactors was planned. Units 1 -4, already commissioned in 1973 - 1979,

are equipped with the older typed WER-4407V-230 reactors. They were taken out of

operation in 1990. Units 5 - 8 at the Greifswald NPP have been equipped with the

more advanced WER-440/V-213 reactors. Construction of these units was begun in

the late seventies (Unit 5) and early eighties (Unit 6 - 8) respectively. Unit 5 was

commissioned in 1988, Units 6 - 8 had been still under construction.

At the Stendal NPP site two units of the more recent WFJR-1000/V-320 reactors, units

A and B, had been under construction.

Meanwhile, after reunion of Germany, all activities on the East German VVER-projects

have been stopped. Nevertheless the safety studies performed on the German

reference plants are an important prerequisite and basis in order to support safety

improvements in the East European states and in the CIS where the same types of

reactors are in operation or under construction.

Table 2 gives a survey over the VVER plants in Eastern Europe. It contains - in

separate listings for each of the three lines - the number of plants which are in

operation and under construction in the individual countries. It also gives information

about the share of nuclear power in the overall electricity generation in the individual

countries.
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The table shows the extent of the problem. The situation of nuclear energy and

particularly :ne questions concerning the safety of nuclear power plants in the former

Soviet Jr,.cn and in Eastern Europe demand international cooperation on a wide

scale. This is not only valid for industry but also for the regulatory authorities and the

cooperation between the scientific-technical institutions.

In 1990, during the initial investigations at the Greifswald NPP, there was already

close cooperation with authorities and various institutions of the former Soviet Union,

in particular with the Kurchatow Institute, Energoproject Moscow as project engineer

and OKB Gidropress as plant designer.

Referring to the Western side the investigations have been carried out in close

cooperation between GRS and IPSN. Experts from IPSN already have been engaged

in several subtasks of the analyses on Greifswald, Unit 1 - 4 (WER-440/V-230), in

early 1990.

Furtheron, for Greifswald, Unit 5 (WER-4407V-213), and Stendal, Unit A

(VVER-1000A/-320), both institutions, GRS and IPSN respectively, have carried out

thoroughgoing analyses on the basis of current safety guidelines and technical

regulations that apply in the Federal Republic of Germany and in France. Thereby,

both sides largely agreed in the results of their studies, the evaluation of findings, the

recommendations to be derived and the upgrading measures to be taken. The major

conclusions from these studies are summarized in common GRS-IPSN reports.

Following a brief introduction of the design features of the three types of the VVER

reactors, the paper deals with the main issues of the safety-related design and the

most important recommendations which have been derived for upgrading measures.

Furthermore some operational safety aspects of the VVER-1000 will be discussed in

some detail.

'. h
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Design Features of the WER Reactors

WER-440/V-230

Fig. 1 gives a cross-sectional view of the building of the VVER-4407V-230 plants.

Plants of this type already were designed as early as in the sixties. Compared with

present-day safety requirements these plants already have fundamental weaknesses

in their design concept.

A loss-of-coolant accident through medium-size and large leaks in the reactor cooling

circuit is, for example, not considered a design basis accident due to the reliable

construction of the primary circuit and because of the materials used for its

components and pipe systems.

As a containment, the plant has a confinement system with pressure relief dampers

which is designed to withstand overpressure of no higher than 0.1 MPa.

WER-4407V-213

, - • *

if:

Compared to the older WER-440/V-230, the plants of the more recent

WER-440/V-213 line show considerable safety-related improvements.

Fig. 2 shows a cross-sectional view of a WER-440/V-213. As a containment, these

plants have a pool-type pressure suppression system for pressure relief after a

loss-of-coolant accident.

The emergency core cooling and residual heat removal system of the

VVER-440/V-213 has - comparable with the design of Western pressurised water

reactors - system functions with which the whole range of accidents involving leaks

can be controlled. A special feature of the plant is its design against the double-ended

rupture of a main coolant line.

With regard to the aforesaid, Fig. 3 illustrates the basic concept of the emergency

core cooling and residual heat removal system:

there are four pressure accumulators acting as a passive core flooding system;

they feed straight into the reactor pressure vessel;
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for active feed, there are high-pressure (HP) and low-pressure (LP) safety

ir.;er. en systems available;

icr.g-tsrm residual heat removal via intercoolers to the service cooling water

system is possible through the LP system after switching to sump recirculation.

The safety systems of the WER-440/V-213, like in this case the HP and LP feed of

the emergency cooling systems, are in principle layed out as 3 x 100% systems

consisting of three legs each. They are mostly demeshed and independent of the

operational systems.

WER-1000/V-320

Concept and design of the more recent VVER-1000 plants are already to a large

degree orientated on safety requirements as they are demanded of the design of

Western pressurised water reactors, see Fig. 4.

Thus, these plants have a containment which is designed to withstand overpressure

of 0.5 MPa. The main accident scenarios can be controlled with the available

engineered safeguards. Advantages of the design are the high operational pressure

of the pressure accumulators (6.0 MPa) and the wide operational range of the HP and

LP pumps of the emergency core cooling system.

The plants of the VVER-1000 type have been largely standardised. The first plant of

the standard WER-1000/V-320 line to go into operation was unit 1 of the NPP

Zaporozhe in 1985.

At present, there are 16 plants of this type operating in Russia and in the Ukraine.

There furthermore is a similar number of units under construction, with different

progress stages at the individual sites; in most cases, however, construction has been

temporarily halted.
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3 Assessment of the Safety Related Design

The safety studies performed on the German reference plants of Greifswald and

Stendal found deficiencies in the safety-related design for all three types of VVER

reactors.

\A/ER-440A/-230 (Greifswald 1 - 4)

Most serious deficiencies were found in the analysis of Greifwald NPP, Units 1 • 4, the

older typed WER-440/V-230 reactors.

Here, the main focus was initially on the evaluation of components and on materials

issues, in particular the material embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessel caused

by neutron irradiation. Examination of results from hanging-up tests in various plants

have given indications that the brittle fracture transition temperature, especially in the

area of the pressure vessel weld close to the core, rose more rapidly than originally

calculated. This was caused by high levels of impurities, especially of copper and

phosphate, in the weld material, and the high neutron flux density acting on the wall of

the pressure vessel.

Referring to the Greifswald analysis first results on the material properties which have

been goinec! in cooperation with experts of the Kurchatow institute, gave rise to

serious concerns on advanced pressure vessel embrittlement of units 2 and 3.

Therefore, precautionary shutdown of theses units already was recommended in

February 1990.

Over the last years, the pressure vessels of several V-230 plants were subjected to a

heat treatment. This also was the ease for the pressure vessels of units 2 and 3 of the

Greifswald NPP after shutdown of these units. Material samples from before and after

heat treatment show that the material umbrittlement can be reversed and remedied to

a large extent by annualing.

Major parts of the investigations referred to the safety related system design and the

evaluation of operating experience. Considerable safety deficiencies were found in

almost all areas of the systems design of the V-230 plant?. The following are the most

important ones:

C WVINAPPSVVMlPROvOOCSVMAlUVORTRAGÎ SAMyJO(11/92/nul-My
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little redundancy and meshing to a large extent within the safety systems. This

concerns eg the emergency core cooling system, secondary side emergency

feed, and the emergency diesel power supply;

mainly lacking physical redundancy, e.g. in the wiring of redundant system

strands;

insufficient instrumentation and control, lack of important activation criteria in the

reactor protection system, e.g. for reactor scram;

insufficient fire protection measures; a fire in cable distributions or in the area of

the distributing boards could thus lead to the complete failure of the control room.

In addition, serious shortcomings with regard to operational aspects had been

identified. Thus, for instance, the systematic evaluation of operating experience and

its application to operational practice was insufficient.

As a result of the investigations a detailed list of technical modifications and systems

upgrading measures as well as issues of operational organisation and management

had been propsed. However, in order to achieve international safety stadards, overall

backfitting measures would be necessary which in practice are hardly feasible.

In general it must be concluded that the V-230 plants can at the most be operated for

a limited period of a few further years. Consequently, improvements are mainly

necessary for these plants which have an immediate effect on the operation, and

which can compensate the existing design flaws as far as possible and improve

operational safety.

WER-440/V-213

WER-1 OOO/V-320

The safety studies for the more recent lines VVER-440/V-213 and VVER-1 OOO/V-320

performed on Greifswald, Unit 5, and Stendal, Unit A, have shown that the existing

design deficiencies can be eliminated to a large extent through backfitting measures,

leaving only a few exceptions.

Table 3 contains a survey for both lines over the most important technical backfitting

measures or required safety-related verifications that are at present still outstanding.
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Containment

For the containment of the VVER-440A/-213 line, at present there only exist

calculations for the pool-type pressure suppression system, for depressurisation

after a loss-of-coolant accident. Here, technical experiments on a large scale are

needed which can experimentally check and verify the effectiveness of a sufficient

depressurisation, of the processes during pool-type pressure suppression and the

resulting dynamic loads.

Emergency Core Cooling

The drain pipes from the building sump are designed as ordinary pipes. In case of

a leak in one of these pipes, the containment functions as well as the water

volume in the building sump needed for emergency core cooling will be lost. A

double-pipe design with a leak monitoring system and an isolating valve located

as close as possible to the inlet from the building sump are necessary.

Backfitting measures are particularly necessary for the VVER-1000. Fig. 5 shows

the basic design of the primary system and the connecting emergency core

cooling and residual heat removal system for the WER-1000 on the example of

the Zaporozhe NPP. In the building sump, there is only one common water tank

with a volume of 630 ma serving all 3 strands of the LP emergency core cooling

system. At full capacity of all pumps and of the spray system this water reservoir

will already have been exchanged after less than ten minutes. It should be

checked for the VVER-1000 how additional surplus water could be provided for

emergency core cooling.

Furthermore, the installation of a nuclear component cooling system for the heat

exchangers of the emergency core cooling and residual heat removal system is

necessary for both reactor lines.

C WVINAPPSIAMIPRaDOCSWAJLJVORTRAG: SAM/30/11/92/hul-My
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Sfeam Generators

The steam generators pose a particularly severe problem in the WER-1000

plants. In several Dlants, there were already leakages of primary coolant into the

secondary system after only a short period of operation. The reason for this was

the formation of cracks in the cold collectors of the steam generators. There were

cracks with a maximum lenght of more than 1 m. The reasons for this are thought

to be an unsuitable chemistry of the water as well as flaws in the manufacturing

procedure. That way the cracks may have been initiated through localised plastic

deformations resulting from the attachment of the steam generator tubes to the

collector.

Until the end of 1991, a total of 36 steam generators were exchanged in several

plants.

t

>•'£.

Other problems or required backfitting measures in the plants of both reactor lines

concern the physical separation of main steam and feedwater lines, particularly where

they lead to the turbine building, the meshing of the emergency feedwater supply

system, and the insts :on of an emergency system with its own, self-sufficient power

supply.

4 Basic Reactor Design Data

Important points like e.g.

the backfitting of a nuclear component cooling circuit and of a self-sufficient

emergency system as well as

the lacking physical separation of main steam and feedwater lines

concern both reactor lines to the same degree. There are, however, fundamental

differences between the WER-440 and the VVER-1QQ0 in their reactor physics and

thermal engineering design. The VVER-440 has far greater internal safety reserves

than the WER-1000.
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The advantages of the VVER-440 are

the low power density of the reactor core;

the possibility to isolate the individual main coolant lines of the reactor cooling

circuit. This is important for controlling accidents involving leaks. Especially in the

case of a break of a steam generator tube, the steam generator can be isolated

not only from the primary but also from the secondary side;

finally, the large volume of water in relation to the capacity on the primary as well

as on the secondary side.

With regard to this, Table 4 shows some characteristic design data for the VVER lines.

In addition, it gives the corresponding comparable data for typical Western plants.

The average power density of the VVER-440 lies approximately 20% below that of the

WER-1000.

The relation between the data for water volume and capacity are extremely

favourable. With regard to capacity, the VVER-440 has on the seconday side of the

steam generators more than 3 times the water volume of a typical Western plant.

Even compared to the VVER-1000, the VVER-440 still has an advantage by the factor

of 2.

The WER-440 has great thermal inertia. The large volume of feedwater constitutes a

considerable safety reserve for accident management measures. Even at a total loss

of the electric power supply (i.e. the failure of all pumps) the heat removal via the

steam generators can still be sustained over several hours without the temperatures in

the primary system of the reactor cooling circuit rising to a dangerous level. The water

volume on the secondary side is so extensive that cooling of the primary side can

safely be sustained over several hours even without steam generator feed.

In unit 1 of the Greifswald NPP there ocurred in 1975 a total failure of the entire

feedwater supply, triggered by a fire in the electric wiring. Emergency feed could only

be established after several hours via a connecting pipe to the neighbouring unit.

Without the large volume of water, this could have resulted in an accident with serious

consequences.

'4
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5 Individual Aspects of the WER-1000

Compared with the VVER-440, the VVER-1000 has a reactor pressure vessel which is

only slightly larger at about twice the capacity. From the point of view of reactor

physics this leads to an unfavourable geometry of the core design. Thus, core design,

core density control and core density limitation become very important aspects in

connection with the VVER-1000.

Originally, a biannual reloading cycle was planned for the VVER-1000. Fig. 6 shows

the load of the biannual reloading cycle for the first core of unit A of the Stendal NPP.

Core loading follows an cutside-inside concept. This means that fuel assemblies with

high enrichment levels will be positioned at the outside edge of the core during the

first cycle and will be shifted to the inside after one year's bum-up.

Due to the slender design of the reactor pressure vessel the water gap between the

reactor core and the wall of the vessel is comparatively small. Both aspects, loading

and small water gap, lead to high neutron irradiation of the pressure vessel wall.

Western pressurised water reactors employ a 3-year-reloading cycle with low-leakage

loading according to the inside-outside concept. Newly loaded fuel elements with high

enrichment levels will only be placed at the inner position inside the core. Neutron

irradiation of the pressure vessel wall is thus reduced.

Low-leakage loading also allows more efficient use of the fuel. However, it requires for

the newly loaded fuel elements the use of burnable neutron poisons in the fuel

assemblies in order to reduce the initially high surpus reactivity at the inner positions

of the core.

A further problem concerns power control. Operating experience recorded so far has

shown that the VVER-1000 undergoes great power variations especially at load

changes. They are mainly caused by xenon poisoning.

« • * • .
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Xenon is created as a by-product from the fission processes during the burn-up of the

fuel. It is a strong neutron absorber, a poison which swallows the neutrons that are

needed for the fission processes.

During load changes, i.e. the moving of control rods into or out of the core, there are

oscillations in the axial core power distribution which are caused by varying xenon

concentrations. In the VVER-1000, these xenon power oscillations, the so-called

xenon oscillations, can only be regulated manually. These oscillations are only

absorbed to a small extent. They thus demand constant adjustment over a longer

period of time when a load change has occurred.

Xenon oscillations are not a VVER-1000-specific problem. Under certain boundary

conditions, they can occur in all sufficiently large pressurised water reactors. These

oscillations can, however, be efficiently regulated with suitable power density

monitoring and automatic power control.

The VVER-1000 does, however, have deficiencies in power density monitoring and in

power control. At manual regulation of the oscillations, fuel rods may be damaged if

the spatial power distribution is highly irregular and varying or if the reactor is already

in an unstable state at the onset of an incident. • 4

t.l
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Due to the higher power density of the reactor and the comparably low water volume

with respect to its capacity, there have to be tougher requirements for the

VVER-1000's accident instrumentation, the instrumentation and control system and

the automation than those for the VVER-440.

The evaluation of operational experience carried out so far also points at a hightened

susceptibility to malfunctions of the VVER-1000. All operational transients take much

shorter periods to happen than with the VVER-440. The limitation installations of the

reactor protection system work too slowly in order to regulate quickly fast transients,

like e.g. a malfunction in the feedwater supply, and to avoid the reacting of protective

actions, like e.g. reactor scram.

In unit 5 of the Kozloduy NPP (VVER-1000/V-320) there were 30 reactors scrams

during the first year of operation. A large part of these scrams can be seen as the
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result of insufficient instrumentation as well as insufficient regulating and limitation

installations

Instrumentation, quality and reliability of the regulating, limitation and protective

installations should be considerably improved for the VVER-1000. For the Temelin

NPP which is currently under construction in the CSFR, it is planned to exchange the

entire instrumentation and control system. For those nuclear power plants where this

is not possible, the following improvements for upgrading the instrumentation and

control system should, however, be undertaken:

exchange or supplementation of core instrumentation

improvement of power control, introduction of control rod drive limiters (xenon

oscillations)

self-monitoring of the control and protection (SUS) system

improvement of functional group control and control engineering systems

(backfitting of triggering devices, position indicators and limit switcnes of isolating

and control valves)

backfitting of accident instrumentation

exchange of the unit computer system which is too slow.

For the final evaluation of plants of the VVER-1000 type there are further analyses

and verifications necessary. Using the present concept study as a basis, operational

practice and operational safety should be considered with priority. Any further studies

should thus mainly deal with plants that are in operation on which evaluations of

existing operational experience could be carried out.

As soon as there exist sufficient prerequisites for accident analyses as well as for the

evaluation of operating experience, the balance of the safety concept of the

VVER-1000 should in a further step be checked in a probabilistic analysis.

ÏÏ
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Summary

The safety studies for the VVER reactor lines performed on the example of the

German reference plants form an important prerequisite and basis for further work.

The studies found deficiencies in the safety-related design for all three types.

The plants of the VVER-440/V-230 type have grave deficiencies. In practice it is not

possible to backfit these plants. They just possibly might be operated further for a

narrowly limited period of a few couple of years.

Design deficiencies of plants of the WER-4407V-213 and WER-1000A/-320 types

can to a large extend be remedied by backfitting measures. Due to its higher power

density, however, there have to be made greater demands made on the installations

for the safeguard of operational safety of the VVER-1000 than on those of the

WER-440. Instrumentation and control is to be improved particularly for the

VVER-1000.

The safety assessments of the nuclear power plants in Eastern Europe require

international cooperation. Within this context, there exists an intensive and close

cooperation between GRS and IPSN, the German and French expert institutions for

nuclear safety.

For further work to be performed, close cooperation with the regulatory authorities of

the East European countries is necessary. The issues to be dealt with in this respect

are not so much aspects of the safety-related design but mainly practical questions of

operational practice, of quality assurance, and of operational safety within the

individual plants. With regard to this, various projects have been started in

cooperation with the regulatory authorities of Russia, the Ukraine and with other East

European states.

* • * .
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